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Have you ever said to yourself (perhaps drumming your fingers on the table)
‘look I’m here now’
but then it’s gone... and so...
‘look - here I am now...
...no here’... and so on and on...
It’s a futile game, and one that can become a bit obsessive compulsive.
It goes like this. Imagine some time in the future – let’s say ten minutes from
now. Spend a moment envisaging yourself in that place. The place you will be
ten minutes from now. And then you’re there. In fact you are past it. You are now
looking back on yourself imagining ten minutes in the future. Perhaps very little
has changed. Almost nothing perceptively moved.
OR- you find yourself hi-jacked. Fast-forwarded to a slo-mo place.
This is the world of the gun. The accident. Good news. The drip that burst into a
flood. The trip. The fall. The bomb.
The simpler the idea – the more potential for complexity, and to ‘create’ something
is to give it a life of its own. I mused something that has become bigger than me.
So I called it Gestalt.
out of the ordinary

I was struck by a photo I saw in a magazine. It was taken on the streets of some
town on the Gaza Strip.
A soldier dressed in full combat gear has a man, wrists bound behind his back, up
against the wall. The man is dressed in a suit and tie – presumably on his way to or
from work. His look is intense, but almost distant too. He is in a place that is both
heightened and removed from his current situation.
The soldier on the other hand is doing his job. He appears relaxed and at ease, gun
in hand, standard issue combats. To his left another soldier glances sideways with a
smile. He could be thinking about his girlfriend. He could be thinking about nothing
in particular. He’s easy. Then, motion blurred, walking urgently through frame, an
older woman passes. No connection to this scene. Perhaps it’s the groceries on her
mind – perhaps getting home to her family. She’s gone.
On reflection I’m not sure all of these people were in the same photograph. It may
have been a series of photos possibly from the same place, maybe different parts
of the world. Maybe even different times in history.
I imagine those kind of photos are there to be taken though, wherever real life
butts up against outside intrusion.
Anyway - real or not - that’s how I remember it.
on location - it was cold!

More photos.
Flicking through another sunday supplement I am invited into an exotic world.
They could be rock stars. They could be actors. But in fact - they are lens loving
rebel posers, camped out on Liberia’s front line.
The girls wear shower caps, and the men (boys) wear women’s wigs to confuse the
enemy.
These are Sierra Leone’s drunken and doped-up West Side Boys. Their bizarre
affectations reverberating somewhere between Hendrix chic and a gay pride
parade.
But they are junior killers without conscience.
I enter their world but I don’t recognise it. I have to be told who they are and what
they do. I have to file them under ‘miscellaneous’, in the hope that later they will
find a category of their own.
I have to be careful not to confuse ‘factual’ with ‘entertainment’.

This factory floor reminded me of a smaller version of the factory my father worked
in. The ‘shop’ floor.
He supervised row upon row of predominantly first generation immigrant Indian
and Pakistani workers – with the odd Yorkshireman here and there. The Indians
called him ‘Daddy Singh’. It was a term of affection.
As I was arranging the scene for one of my Gestalt tableau, in a then disused
factory in Newcastle upon Tyne, someone came across a small pile of discarded
black and white photographs. Not much was left in this factory but, inexplicably,
these photos had been overlooked. A small band of men, looked out of them as
clearly as my childhood memory. Almost a hologram. Almost a reply (or do I mean
‘replay’?) of time. But just for me I think.
It didn’t seem that this particular charge had jumped anyone else’s points.
The factory (like my father’s before it) was soon after demolished.
As I write this, the construction of a new building moves apace. By NOW it is
probably complete – with new occupants and a new life of its own. And all those
new stories to come.
It’s unlikely that the ghostly figures of ‘lathe workers past’ will walk the corridors of
these new student flats. But they do exist here.

I asked each of the actors (‘people’...‘models’...) to bring something along of personal
significance. An object that meant something special to them. I wanted to connect
these people to the picture in a very deliberate way. To dissolve something of
themselves into the fabric of the photographs.
They appear as mannequins. Representatives of racial and social stereotypes. Their
poses echo images I have absorbed from various sources. A combined tangle of
urgent imagery, world events, world conflict, meshed from past and present. From
painting to photography.
I wanted to reference this, but I also wanted to infer the ‘real’ person in my pictures.
To make the point that these people are acting out historical mythology.
Piam brought his father’s pipe. His father had been a writer in Iran. They had fled.
The pipe was given to Piam by his father to symbolically confer manhood upon his
son. Saeema brought a necklace – given to her by her sister, Michael a coat – his
symbol of security.
I put a paper weight into the picture as my signature – my admission of authorship.
On the back of this small glass slab is a lithograph of a Florentine inspired tower,
built by Hardings of Leeds to represent the status and cultural aspirations they
had at the time. This was the factory my father disappeared to early each morning.
They made wool combing pins for the huge Victorian machines that produced the
textiles West Yorkshire was famous for.

The tower still exists.
The factory doesn’t.
As a child I used to visit. Sit in the office and watch…and smell the oil and grease of
an alien environment, unaware that they were struggling to adapt to a changing
world. A shift in global economics.
All gone.
In a few years time the site will no doubt be occupied by smart flats, but my view,
grown as I am, is now more connected with this past than any uncertain future
that plot of land may now have. In this respect time is literally ‘weighted’ for me,
and by adding my paper weight maybe I was adding a metaphor – though it didn’t
occur to me at the time.
Age often brings into focus a concern with the past, when the present is actually
all we have, and ever had.

These flats are now being constructed on the site of our GESTALT factory location in Newcastle

The portraits.
All those hopefuls.
All those stiff portraits.
Men and women to war.
The politics of war is a complex and emotional subject. I wanted, if possible, to
put that aside for now and concentrate more on the personal. After all, when it all
comes down to it, it’s you and your mates who end up on the patrol, in that hole,
under fire.
And ultimately it’s just you.
I have always loved museums. As a child I was the last one out – not wanting to
miss anything. To give it all due consideration. For me it didn’t need to be ‘brought
alive through creative presentation’ but rather ‘conceptually contextualised’. Tell
me the where and when and I could imagine the rest myself.
The sepia poses of those wartime innocents (mainly men it has to be said) are
oddly devoid of personal clues. Held still by the photograph, and holding still for the
photographer, they become victims of their own PR - caught in the glare. Spookily
still before the real action kicks in...
Mannequins to a man.
in whom we trust (happy dogs)

My portraits sit in another space.
These are people with a future, with the insecurities of youth perhaps, coupled
with the certainty of inexperience.
These must surely have been the characteristics of those who went off (and still
do) to sacrifice so much.
I decided to look again, and perhaps bring together that past and present with a
single click. I wanted them, for a moment, to own the uniforms they wear.
There is a danger that this could have looked like a fashion shoot but - although I
am quite happy if there are odd double takes of ‘history hi-jacked by contemporary
pop culture’ here - I think the portraits imply unknowns beneath the gloss.
I hope somehow that a single click, that single explosion of activity, instantly fuses
the past and the present and that there is a quality of strangeness, a magic, an
‘other-worldliness’ reaching beyond reason, that art (and science) can possess.

industrial revolutionary

Theirs is the facebook generation.
Our hopeful khaki clad war heroes stood there to record a one-off goodbye. A ‘think
of me when I’m gone’ moment.
Now it’s media city.
Generation Y (the offspring of X) have learnt to pose – to take pictures with one
hand – at arm’s length.
This is me...and this is me...
...and this is my life now...
...and this is my life as it is being lived now, and now, and now.
The personal on parade.
Quantity surpasses quality.
The instant has dominion over posterity.
Less pomp – but more ceremony.

dancing from fright

The actual social effect of this media democratisation however is remarkably
similar to days gone by despite the dynamic shift of history.
The grand portrait demands attention. It demands you consider it, and spend
some time in front of it. Perhaps you admire the subject - but you are also invited
to admire the artists’ technique.
As the viewer, if you put some effort in, then you get to bring something to the
party too. It’s a dialogue.
Oddly, the contemporary ‘media overload’ phenomenon is similarly meditative in
its own way. Although it demands less obvious personal effort on the part of the
viewer, still the accumulated effect of so much info intake affords rich, multifaceted
impressions of a subject through a somewhat involuntary process of absorption.
TV, radio, the web, social media, cinema and even newspapers (how have they
survived?) come at us with different takes on the same theme.
Like peering through a cubist lens, the subject is seen from a variety of angles, the
sum total of which both fracture and inform the whole.

under (de)construction

Andrew Dodds 5131 squadron – bomb disposal

When I met Andy he was close to going on his second tour of duty in Iraq. Having
been before he had some idea of what it would be like – but didn’t expect it to be
the same second time around. He is the link to the ‘reality’ of my subject.
It’s interesting to consider just how ‘reported’ our global conflicts now are.
With permanent crews sited on base representing the world’s leading media
producers, the service personnel soon get used to appearing as the stars in a surreal
soap opera. The lust for news has its own momentum – even though the majority
of the daily grind is boring.
The canny ones soon learn to avoid the spotlight as the penalty for being caught
doing a vox pop is to cough up a crate of beer for your mates – so there are few
volunteers. Anyway – the camera loves a lady apparently, especially one in
uniform.
‘Twas ever thus.

The ‘gestalt’ to which this project refers is, in part, a reference to how this piece has
grown to encompass both the imagined and the real. How it has become larger
than my original ‘whole’ whilst inviting further development.
I began by approaching from my actual ‘real’ position, as an observer from afar.
This position interested me in so much as it was one that isn’t often given credence.
To be in the thick of it is where you are supposed to be, not sat at home watching
the telly. And yet this armchair perspective is how most of us take in the news. We
necessarily digest this stuff second or third hand.
We’ve heard the story of the journalist reporting from some war zone direct to
camera – stood on the roof of his hotel, with an earpiece live from London telling
him what’s really going on – and regurgitating it back to us in metroland. We sort
of know it’s all subjective and that pretty soon soap stars will be fronting reports
from Afghanistan (already happened).
So the ‘view from my armchair’ seemed as good a starting point as any.
In the future all wars will be fought on 1000th generation playstations, live in your
living room.
I travelled hopefully, with no agenda. I wasn’t seeking easy lines or trying to
provide entertainment. That Andy is a member of a bomb disposal squad is a great
conceptual connection to the on-going ‘explosions as a visual signifier of change’
metaphorical element of my work, but it is really only a lucky coincidence.

What actually appealed to me in making a video piece around Andy, was
examining how he envisioned himself in the future, and how he then re-called
these imaginings in the light of that future having passed.
Of course going to Iraq added to the immediacy and gives it focus, but I was well
aware that it had the potential to be a place of intense tedium too, and I was
looking for detail not drama.
‘Whatever happens’ is the subject that interests me most. After all, I get to use
it as my raw material later and the unexpected is far more interesting than the
planned.
My subject is ‘Andy the person’ – but once we have Andy the ‘person recorded on
video’, the responsibility passes to me.
I was less concerned with Andy the ‘RAF bomb disposal technician’ per se, although
there is more than a hint of context.
Back home, and reflecting on what actually did happen, his version of events
are generously given to me to dissect and re-assemble. My agenda becomes as
important as the actual video I am editing. His forward looking NOW and his
recollecting NOW became my present NOW and then the viewer’s actual NOW.
I always think of it as a process similar to painting.

In the video installation the two replays of history make a collage of audio visual
bites where they, in turn, merge to make another ongoing present tense.
You can move towards one or the other – stand in the middle or walk straight
through.
It plays regardless.
Shadows on the wall of this cave.
Meaning nothing unless observed.
Gestalt currently comprises 3 distinct elements.
There is no particular entry point.
Gestalt is a loop I hope to expand.
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